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consumes every month.

9000 extra calories a
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consumes every month
!!
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Ed's Bit
Where does the time go ? School hols now over,
Christmas just round the corner and lots of lovely
forests ready to welcome us. Just be mindful to check
yourselves for tick bites when you run in the forest,
Lymes disease is becoming a lot more rampant and
can be deadly.
It was good to see so many of you at the Lincoln City
race, I hope you all make it to Stamford Town on the
8th Oct and I am sure you will ALL support your club
and be at the AGM which is on the 12th Oct 2017 . We
will be voting in new committee positions so please
come along and do ‘your bit’ for LOG.
Many thanks once again for all the contributions sent
in for this edition.
Anne
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Chairman’s last Ramble

The summer, a quiet period for orienteering and one for reflection and, maybe, just
a spot of training in-between ‘seasons’…? Orienteering in GB always suffers from
the fact that we can pursue the sport nearly all year round – we don’t have a severe
winter, unlike the Scandinavians, and our summers aren’t baking, like the southern
and central Europeans. It’s only the undergrowth that stops us and even then, we
have sprint and urban formats nowadays to entertain us. This lack of a proper break
is both a blessing and a curse. It means we can engage in this great sport at any
time we wish, but it also means we can get stale and we end up putting on events
in areas which really aren’t appropriate at that time of the year. My feeling is that
we should have a competitive season that runs from December to May, with all of
the big level A events in this phase, and that regional leagues should also focus on
this period to make the most of the few good quality areas they have at the best
time of the year for them. There is a major discussion happening at the moment,
being led by BOF and the Events & Competitions Committee, about our top events
and, given the issues around finance, volunteer burn-out and limited regional
capacity, there is a move afoot to begin streamlining the major events, such as the
British Championships. It will be interesting to see how this one develops…
On the local scene, we’ve not had much activity recently, apart from the conclusion
of the LUL and the annual Lincoln City Race, which had a good attendance - above
expectation, probably, given that we weren’t in the UKUL this year. Hayley Fox had
her first run-out as a level C planner and received a lot of positive feedback about
her courses around her home turf of Birchwood & Doddington. As always, the
volunteer effort on the day was great and it is always heart-warming to see so many
of the club getting stuck in on days like this – long may it continue!
Thinking ahead, we have our revamped autumn Race the Parks series as the next
block of local events and it will be interesting to see if we can manage to entice more
newcomers along to try the sport. Facebook initiatives and links to clubs and the
Lincolnshire Runner shop will be key here in generating some interest and
momentum and we will be putting on three courses for newbies and regulars to
sample. Details, of course, on the website in due course. Also, in the near future,
we are beginning to prepare for the CompassSport final down in Devon and it would
be great to see as many of you there as possible. I know it’s a long way for a
weekend, but it’s our first chance in three years to compete in the final and it would
be nice to be competitive as a club at this year’s event. Please make every effort to
come along and join in the fun!
Finally, and it really is finally, this will be my last chairman’s report, as I step down
after my five year term at the next AGM and I would like to thank you all for your
help in making the club as successful as it has been during that period. I wish my
successor all the very best – whoever that may be…
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LUL Champs

LOG WINS LUL AGAIN

WHO DOES ‘THE ARM’ BELONG TO?

Picture and suggestive competition sent in by Trudy Crosby
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10th LONDON WEEKEND

Sept 2017 by Andy

The 2nd weekend in September as usual meant it was time for a LOG contingent to head
down to London this time for the 10th City of London Race.
The Friday evening sprint event saw a return to the streets of Wapping which had been the setting for the
main race 2 years ago so it was familiar territory to most of us. Start times made a big difference in this
event as the early starters were able to get round in daylight but it became a night event for the later
starters. I was relieved that the more technical part of the course came earlier on as I'd managed to forget
to pack my head-torch so I thankfully had enough daylight to cope with the tricky bits of identifying the
cut through’s and bits that we couldn't get through. But the lack of daylight did cost me in the end as I
found that I'd completely missed out one control when it was getting dark as two controls were very close
together and I completely failed to even see the first on my map.
The main event on Saturday saw a return to the Barbican which used to be the event centre for the main
City Race a few years ago and is known for its particularly tricky multi-level challenges. I was quite
happy to see that the early part of my course was heading away from the Barbican as I didn't fancy getting
bogged down in there before I'd really got going. As it was I seemed to make most of my mistakes in the
early part as the course headed out and around the Bank of England and St Paul's Cathedral before
returning to the Barbican. I felt I coped reasonably well with the controls in the Barbican. Having done
the area once before certainly helped me have some idea of what I was getting into. The finish was in an
impressive location where the restored St Giles without Cripple gate church stands amidst the 60s/70s
Barbican estate development. And as I finished,
a wedding party was arriving at the church right
next to the finish control.
The event had been a great success for the LOG
contingent. Amanda Roberts had already won
in her class in the Sprint Race and followed this
up by taking the winners medal at the Barbican
along with Tanya Taylor who also won her class
at the Barbican.
I was heading back to Lincoln on the Sunday so
didn't attend the ultra sprint event at Victoria Park, but news came through later that Amanda had done it
again with another win to make an outstanding treble of the weekend making it quite a memorable event
for all of us there.
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LOG Ladies Lead in London by Trudy Crosby
The annual London City Race weekend 8th – 10th September took us back to the Barbican and the delights of
3-D orienteering on a 2-D map! The main race on Saturday was sandwiched between an evening around the
streets and parks of Wapping on Friday and the fast and furious Ultra-sprint event on Sunday in Victoria
Park.
LOG was represented by Andy Furnell, Clare Hanna, Tanya Taylor, Jeff Baker, Hayley Fox, myself and our
star performer Amanda Roberts. Sarah Edwards also joined us.
Amanda Roberts came home as first Woman Super Vet at Wapping despite an absolute soaking at the start.
She then conquered the complicated Barbican on Saturday before sweeping all behind her on Sunday to add
the Ultrasprint trophy to her haul of awards.
Tanya Taylor struggled to see the controls in the dark on Friday night but still came home in second place in
Womens Vet and following a great run on Saturday took the Womens Veteran title.
It was great to see LOG at the top of the leader boards in two classes and we had looked forward to the prize
giving but a lack of communication by the organisers caused us (and others) to miss
the podium presentation which was a bit disappointing.
The Ultrasprint race on the Sunday took us out to Victoria Park which is near Bethnal
Green but could have been in the middle of the country rather than the city. It is a
well-used park though with the many locals running, cycling, roller-blading (and one
‘older’ lady punting herself around on a skateboard with a long pole) around the
perimeter track adding an extra hazard for the fast moving and focused orienteers.
I’m sure the footballers who started their game just as the final races started were
slightly bemused as the orienteers took the shortest possible routes even if it was across their pitch.
HALO also flew the flag for Lincolnshire clubs with Neil Harvatt winning the Ultrasprint Men’s Super Vets
final.
Overall the orienteering during the weekend was challenging and enjoyable.
Concentration was certainly the order of the day particularly in the Barbican
working out how to get from one level to the next as well as which level the
control was actually on. Concentration and accuracy was also extremely
important for the Ultrasprint race where you could find yourself stopping to count
trees to ensure that you had the correct control.
There were also opportunities for sight-seeing and socialising and a few drinks
were consumed but never to excess due to us all being such honed and dedicated
athletes. Clare hosted a lovely evening at the flat after the race on Friday night where that night’s courses were
dissected and tactics for surviving the Barbican debated. Several of us got together on Saturday night for an
evening visit to the London Aquarium which I organised because I thought it would be educational – nothing
to do with Prosecco that was included.
2018 dates are 14 – 16th September www.cityrace.org for more details.
Ultra Sprint
Prologue
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EVENT PHOTO’S
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O Tips
This month we are concentrating on City Race skills as you have to adopt a different
mindset compared to traditional orienteering.
The first obvious thing is to familiarise yourself with the different map scale and symbols.
City Race maps are drawn to International Sprint Specification (ISSOM), and the scale
can be either 1:4000 or 1:5000, to show the extra detail of urban areas. So 1 cm on the
map represents 40 or 50 metres on the ground, meaning that things will come up very
quickly, making it is easy to overshoot. Contours are shown at either 2.5m or 2m
intervals. Many of the symbols are the same as traditional O-maps, but many of the
significant ones are different. Buildings are shown in grey rather than black, roads are
a lighter shade of brown, as are paved areas and hard standing.
Paths, alleyways and cut-throughs are shown as narrow paved areas rather than dashed
black lines. Out of bounds in built up areas is shown with the traditional olive green
colour, these are usually gardens and other private spaces.

The most important symbols on City maps are those showing impassable features such
as high fences and walls. These are shown in thicker black lines than their passable
counterparts, and they are made to stand out prominently on the map. You must
understand that if a feature is shown as impassable that is exactly what it means. Even
though it might be passable on the ground to a fit strong competitor, doing so will result
in instant disqualification, no arguments.
Tactically the emphasis at City Races has to be on speed, even more so than in a forest.
Generally everything happens much quicker, the distances are shorter and there are few
times when the terrain slows you down. So time standing still while you plan your route
is usually wasted time. Plan on the move, don’t spend ages weighing up the pros and
cons of different route choices, pick one and go. You might find a better route when you
sit down with the map at home, but think of the time you would have wasted standing
still looking for it on the course. Check Route Gadget for a big City Race and see how
the elite often take longer routes, but they run like hell and don’t waste time standing
still thinking.

STOLEN from Murgy’s 2007 LOG News
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Long Long ago

LOG KIT 1994
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RACE THE BARONS

Twelve orienteers turned up on a
lovely sunny evening to ‘Run the
Barons’ Liam stormed home bagging
them all in under 38 mins, a good
time dog hanging in the Cardinals Hat
after.

BRISTOL
LOG was well supported for two
urban races in Bristol. Saturdays
race had fly overs with two levels
including one way only entry
making route choice vital, this
certainly added un-necessary time
to some runs. Paul did us proud by
winning his age class.
Sunday run was around the
harbours it was easier going but
lots of tourists made for lots of
weaving in and out.
We made great use of the local
hostelries

Welcome New Member
Sanjiv Jain
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Lincoln & East End by Anne Gibbs
22nd June 2017
Urban planning seems more difficult than forest, in the forest one can more or
less use the whole map but urban has more restrictions. Firstly by objects to
gripple to then keeping away from public areas that ‘low life’ frequent, getting
different permissions from several ‘bodies’ but with all this done I tackled the
map with gusto. As the weather was very hot at this time – high 20s – and there
was considerable climb I kept the courses on the short side. On the evening I
was helped by my seeming reliable side-kick to put out the controls, this proved
to be a big mistake as he turned to be totally unreliable and put two controls in
the wrong place, causing lots of discussions later. Well done to Liam winning the
long and Holly Horton (HALO) coming first in the medium. There were no
contenders for the short.

Sleaford Town

by Amanda Roberts

6th July 2017

On the last few occasions that we have used Sleaford for an orienteering event we
have had the good fortune to be able to the use the facilities at St Georges
Academy. Unfortunately the school had an event on that day so we had to find a
new start location. The area around and along the river is definitely some of the
prettier and more interesting parts of town so I wanted to use this area for the
short course. When running out of the school it was always too far away and
meant a major road crossing. A few years ago the Nells had organised an event
starting from the HUB car park so I decided to return there. It gave us free
parking and a lovely setting for registration. I hope it gave those who ran the
shorter courses a taste of a different part of town.
Liam smashed the Long course by finishing nearly 6 minutes ahead of the rest of
the field giving him maximum points for the 3rd week running. Ben took the first
place on the Medium course and Geoff on the Short course putting them both into
the lead on their respective courses after the first 3 events.
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Branston Village by Charlie Thomas 20th July 2017

Race #5 of the Lincolnshire Urban League was held in
Branston on the 20th July, giving first time planner Charlie
Thomas the chance to get to know his way around his own
village slightly better. The event started at the village hall
and took in various parkland sections within an urban
environment. The Sun arrived just in time to allow a total of 36
runners to participate in the event in glorious evening sunshine. A
strong mixture of athletes from LOG, HALO, RAFO and beyond
provided for a competitive race. Well done to the course winners,
Short: Hannah Mather (21:23), Medium: Holly Horton (25:58) and
Long: Liam Harrington (30:10).

Scottish Six Days
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LOG
8th Oct
28th Oct

Stamford
Boultham Park

4th Nov

Hartsholme

11th Nov

West Common

18th Nov

South Common

LOG AGM
12th Oct 2017

8pm

Dog & Bone pub
John St Lincoln
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NOC
16th SEPT MINI MARATHON
5th NOV BOUNDARY WOOD
3rd DEC NOTTINGHAM CITY

DVO
24th SEPT

KEDLESTON HALL

29th OCT

CHESTERFIELD Urban

10th DEC

EYAM MOOR

LEI
15th OCT BURROUGH HILL
12th NOV

SHEPSHED Urban

26th NOV

SPRING COTTAGE

17th DEC

OUTWOODS

ONLY ‘DIPPY’ COULD DO
THIS!
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WOLDS MM

BY ANDY FURNELL 22nd July

After several years based at Tetford, the Wolds Mini Mountain this year
moved to the George and Dragon at Hagworthingham – just to the east of
Horncastle. This meant that the majority of the map of this year’s area
was new – and the bit that wasn’t new was the bit that most of never
actually got to on previous events. So it was a welcome change to have
an event on new territory. For me, this event is one I always make a
priority of getting to – but sadly it does seem difficult to entice a significant number of
people out to the Lincolnshire Wolds on a Saturday morning as numbers this year were
down from last year with just 26 entries.
The format being the same as previous years, a score event with the nearest controls
scoring 10 points and controls further afield scoring 20 points and the furthest afield
ones, 30 points. Anyone finishing outside the 3 hour time limit would suffer increasing
penalty points subject to how many minutes they were over time. So after the briefing
from Paul the mass start saw everyone unfurling their maps and venturing out. The
map area reached as far as Spilsby in the east, included Old Bolingbroke with its castle
ruins and, closer to the start, Snipe-dales Country Park.
As the start was on the north western side of the map I headed off
in a south easterly direction in order to keep my options open for
what route I might take. This did end up forming a fairly circular
route that would get me back in good time. But not without a few
slip ups. One part that cost a bit of time was a ‘footpath’ which
suddenly ceased to exist in any clear form and required navigating
through long grass until finally emerging at the control on a gate
on the other side of a hill. From that point I really slipped up and
failed to spot a split in the path, the part I took led to an empty
road where I was expecting to find a village, I had to follow the
road back to the village and had done 2 sides of a triangle instead of one to get my next
control.
After that things went without a hitch, though I resisted the temptation to venture off
my course to pick up a couple of optional extra controls. The latter I was quite happy to
have missed out as others reported it to be difficult to find within the many paths within
Snipe-dales Country Park. As it was I got back with a fairly generous 19 minutes to
spare.
Finishing times for others covered a wide range from those of us who could have
possibly bagged an extra control or two to those who came in very well timed just
within the 3 hour mark, up to the last few finishers who suffered big
points deductions for being almost 30 minutes over time.
Planner Paul Murgatroyd was wondering if some of the furthermost
controls that he’d put out would get any visitors at all – but his effort
was worthwhile as the overall winner Richard Dearden had ventured
out to the very furthest controls and ended up a clear winner with 310
points and a very well timed finish just under 3 minutes short of the 3
hour mark.
The George and Dragon proved an excellent spot for lunch afterwards
and the change of venue made this year’s event well worth the effort of
getting to.
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LINCOLN CITY 20th August by Hayley Fox

Back in the late summer of 2016 it was quite an exciting prospect to plan for the
Lincoln city race. However as the months passed it turned into an unconventional
planning process. Firstly working out in Nottingham meant planning was put on hold
until the Spring when initial paper planning took place. The first job was to identify an
assembly area. The one used in previous years in the south of the city had not been
ideal so a venue close to parking, with sufficient room and at a good price was
sought. On the face of it this should be easy- lots of junior schools, couple of
meeting rooms and some social clubs. But no reply or generally fobbed off was the
usual response. At last a venue was found and a very helpful lady from the council
provided us with the Generate venue. It was booked on the basis it was a large room,
toilets available and a kitchen with kettle. It turned out to be so much more when I
actually got to check two days before the event. A big relief.
The venue decided now courses could be planned. Work had intervened once more
and it was now May half term. No problem. I’d got some time off and I was no longer
working late nights at Nottingham. Plenty of time to plan a few courses, nip round on
the bike and check out the control locations. Until on the first day off I broke my
ankle. No cycling, no driving and no walking but a lot of sitting down. Nightmare.
Extensive planning, concentrating on route choice between points, but all at the
kitchen table commenced. The weeks passed and the cast stayed on. Some
tweaking by the controller and I was still planning via Google street view. I eventually
got the cast removed but was still unable to walk very far. Fortunately most points
were very close to a road and a chauffeured journey later the control locations were
established and finalised. Maps went to print, I got the OK to drive and I could walk
more than a 100 metres in one go. Excellent just in time with a week to go!
The day of the event arrived, the fifteen controls out the night before were still
present. The remaining controls out, an unexpected bonus of car parking on site and
a sunny day a positive start. All appeared to go well after some minor technical
difficulties with the SI equipment and the nervous wait began for the runners to
return. Finally relief. The runners arrived back, all controls were present in the
correct place and there doesn’t appear to be any complaints. Well not legitimate
ones. The venue went down well and everyone seemed pleased with the day. Well
done to those that took part, remember to check out your results on the website and
add your route. It would be great to see which routes you choose. Thanks to those
who helped on the day and for those who didn’t there’s always next time!
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‘And so to bed’

Keep up to date with LOG on
Facebook –
Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site –
www.logonline.org.uk
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